
B.S Sc. 1V ear BPH-C702 Semester-VII 

CIASSICAL MECHANICS 
Marks Allotted for Total Maximum Total Credits .. Marks 

Lecturcs Fnd Scmester Marks (MM) 

ContinuS lExamination (ESE) 

Assess:cit 

60 3Hrs 30 70 100 04 

NOTE: The s.: r s sst of two sec:io:s (Sec.-A and Sec.-B). Sec.-A shall contain 10 short answer tYpe questions of 
SIx markS C:c: i: siss uired to attent any five questions. Scc.-B shall contain 8 descriptive type questions of ten marks 

cach and stucde:: s: e roiti io ate:npt any fur çuestions. Questions shall be uniformly distributecd from the entire syllbus. The 

previous ycar .rK P Ct be ised as a puideline and the following syllabus should be strictly followed while setting the 

question pap. 
Learning Onje tives -this cune is diesigned ta make sudents enable to deal with the Variational & least action principle. 
Lagrangian anf lh. miltiniein forneilisn ftur different classical systems with the importance of concepts such as generalized coordinates, 
constrained titti cidtinre itie tal trans forniaions. This paper also deals with the motion under central Jorces to know about 

conservative n! c'tmlral ct iN*'YYalive force as well as to establish that Kepler 's laws of planetary motion. Ii also delineate with the 

linear approNimitim ts ems di nenie ul sAem near equilihrium and to derive and solve the wave equation for small oscillations 

LAGRANGIAN FORNALISMAND VARITIONAL PRINCIPLEE 
Mcchanics eperticle ar syster: of particies, Conservation laws. Constraints. Degrce of freedom. Generalised 
coordinatcs. 1DNiehet's principe. 1agrange's cquation of motion from D Alembert's principle, Application of 
Lagrange's etn o iot te a urticle and system of particles, Conservation theorem, Hamilton's variational principle, 
Euler- Lagra:'s deriial i. (12 Lectures) 

HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM 
Necd of Ha::iian prowedure, i eyerdre's trenstormation and Hamiltonian equations of motion, Physical significance of 
Hamiltonia. ('yelic eouredinates, IHaiitonian ccaatons in cylindrical and spherical coordinates and thir applications, 
Application of! iarnitonia: cqntion ofmotion to a particle and system of particles.(12 Lectures) 

LEAST ACIOS PRINCIPLEAND CANONICAI. TRANSFORMATIONS 
The principle ef least etion (no goroot), Canonical or contact transformations, Their advantages and examples, Condition 
for a transforatiot to e vannical, Infinitesimal contact transformations (ICT), Poisson's Brackets: Definition and 
properties, lvarianee with respoet to canonica! transform.ations, Fquation of motion in Poisson Bracket form, Jacobian's 

identity. (12 Lectures) 

MOTIONUSDER CENTRAL. FORCES 
Equivalent one hody protblem, Cieneral features of eentral foree motion, Study of orbits, Virial Theorem, Kepler's laws of 
planatery moton, .aplace Runge I.enz vector. Unbound motion, Scattering in a central force field, Lagrangian and 

Hamiltonian frulation of relitivistic mechanies. (12 Lectures) 

MECHANICS OF RiGID BODIES AND THEORY OF SMALI. OSCILLATIONS 
Coordinates for igid boiy otiwn, lEtler's angles, Angular momentum of a rigid body, Moments and products of inertia, 
Principal axes trustre:tio, iuler's equation of motion of a rigid body, Stable and unstable cquilibriums, Lagrange's 
equation ofnotion for srall oscillaitons, Normal co-ordinates and normal mode, Frequencies of vibration, Free vibration 

of linear triau:iie ::0lec..ies. 

Lectures) 
Text Books/ Referenee Books 

(12 

Classic: Nicaics N.CRtta und P,S. Joap (T'ata Mcgraw-llill, 1991) 
Classic:! Meciaries il. Ciolistiea (Addisoxn Wesley, 1980 ) 2. 
Mec!a:ics- A. Soerteli (Ac:demic P'ress, 1952) 
Introductiort o Dyemies I. Perceival and 1). Richards (Canbridge Univ. Press) 4. 

Learning Outcwmes- ipon sucessfut completim uf this course, it is nemed that a stdent will be able to learn completely about 
Lagrangian ant 1humittnmim formulaion of classicul mchanics. This couwse will make students able to state the conservation principles 
invoving mommum, angular momemum nd energr amd o wmderstand thuut they follow from fundanmental equations of motion. will 
also provide them a dep nderstanding of Newton's lenus md motion of a purticle under central force field. With the completion of the 
course, the stuhns eil atso he able to umdersimnd the mechamics of rigud hodies and motion of small ascillations in a diversjfied 

scenario. 


